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Nikolai Nikolaievich Tcherepnin (1873–1945) was a Russian composer, conductor and 

pedagogue in the generation after Tchaikovsky and Rimsky-Korsakov. As a young composition 

student, he developed a flair for colourful orchestration from Rimsky-Korsakov, his professor 

at the St Petersburg Conservatory, and later came under the mentorship and musical influence 

of Anatoli Lyadov. Both of these older composers favoured Russian folklore, art, mythology and 

fairy tales as subjects for musical inspiration, and it was an interest that attracted Tcherepnin, 

too, throughout his own compositional career. Some of the music on this recording includes 

piano works inspired by Russian art and fairy tales.

 Orientalism, an enthusiasm for all things Asian or Indian (whether real or imagined), 

was all the rage in turn-of-the-century Russia. Musically, it translated into a fascination with 

modally tinged melodies and harmonies, and Tcherepnin was not immune. Additionally, given 

the frequency of his trips to Paris in the early 1900s, it is not surprising that Tcherepnin’s 

musical style also absorbed elements of French Impressionism; for a while, indeed, his friends 

used to tease him by calling him ‘Debussy Ravelovich’.

 In addition to his work as a composer, Tcherepnin sustained parallel careers as conductor 

and professor, the three kinds of musical activity bringing a variety of opportunities that would 

not have arisen otherwise.

 As a conductor, Tcherepnin demonstrated early on his ability to prepare scores quickly and 

efficiently, and he became the preferred director for premieres by composers such as Rimsky-

Korsakov, Liadov, Glazunov, Taneyev and Glière. While conducting and composing for the 

Mariinsky Theatre in 1903–7, Tcherepnin’s talents came to the attention of the impresario Sergei 

Pavlovich Diaghilev, who brought him into his circle, and for the first few seasons of the Ballets 

Russes, Tcherepnin was Diaghilev’s principal conductor. Two of his ballets, Le Pavillon d’Armide 

(1907) and Narcisse et Echo (1911), were featured in the 1909 and 1911 seasons of the Ballets 

Russes, showcasing the young and supremely gifted dancer Vaslav Fomich Nijinsky.
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 Tcherepnin was a professor of conducting at the St Petersburg Conservatory until 1918, where 

his most celebrated student was Sergei Prokofiev, who later wrote about him:

Tcherepnin played a very big role in my musical development. [...] Sitting beside me with the score 

at the innumerable rehearsals of our student orchestra, he would say, ‘Now listen to that delightful 

little bassoon there!’ and I found myself acquiring a taste for Haydn and Mozart, which later found 

expression in the Classical Symphony.1 

Prokofiev dedicated three of his early works to Tcherepnin, including the First Piano Concerto, a 

work shunned by most of Prokofiev’s other Conservatory professors but defended by Tcherepnin.

 By 1921, after three years conducting the local orchestra and directing the Music Conservatory 

in Tbilisi, Tcherepnin emigrated with his family to Paris, where he lived for the rest of his life.2

 Subsequent generations of Tcherepnins form a veritable dynasty of composers. Nikolai 

Tcherepnin’s only child, Alexander Tcherepnin (1899–1977), wrote numerous symphonies, operas, 

ballets, and over 100 works for piano. Of Alexander’s three sons Peter, Serge and Ivan, the latter 

two established themselves as musicians and composers; the youngest, Ivan Tcherepnin (1943–98), 

wrote for traditional instruments as well as electronic media and in 1996 won the prestigious 

Grawemeyer Award for Music Composition. In more recent years, two of Ivan’s four children, 

Stefan and Sergei, have begun to achieve recognition as composers.3

 In addition to his three-pronged musical career of composer, conductor and teacher, Nikolai 

Tcherepnin was also an outstanding pianist, well-versed in the literature of the keyboard. As this 

recording demonstrates, his own piano compositions reflected the various musical styles in which 

he was immersed at various periods of his life.

1  Soviet Diary 1927 and Other Writings, edited and translated by Oleg Prokoiev, Faber & Faber, London/Northeastern 

University Press, Boston, 1991, pp. 241–42.
2 Tcherepnin shared the views of many artists and intellectuals of his time who let Russia: he ‘could not see the continuation 

of his career through and beyond the revolutionary disturbances’ (Lily Chou, quoted in Benjamin Folkman et al., Alexander 
Tcherepnin: A Compendium, unpublished manuscript, 1995, p. 46).
3 he website www.tcherepnin.com is an excellent resource for learning about the family.
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4 he World of Art (Mir iskusstva) was an artistic movement founded by Diaghilev to showcase Russia’s artists. Along with a 

close circle of artists, he produced a journal and relevant art exhibitions from 1898 to 1904 in St Petersburg and Paris.

Three Pieces, Op. 24

The set of Three Pieces, the earliest works on this disc, reveal the young Nikolai Tcherepnin as a 

Late Romantic. These works, and also the pianistic writing in his passionate Piano Concerto in  

C sharp minor, Op. 30, of the same period, show how thoroughly comfortable he was in the 

virtuosic manner of Franz Liszt and Anton Rubinstein. Although it is difficult to determine exactly 

when these three pieces were written, it seems probable that Tcherepnin composed them during the 

1890s, the years when he was most intensively engaged with the piano.

 The first of the set, a Rêverie in E flat minor [1], features melodic gestures, harmonic 

progressions and an intensity that recall the piano music of Rachmaninov (Tcherepnin’s senior by 

only six weeks). The Étude in C minor [2], which pays homage to Chopin’s ‘Revolutionary’ study, 

remains heroic to the end, including a triumphant switch to C major. Audaciously closing with a 

quiet, thoughtful piece rather than the stormy Étude, Tcherepnin ends his triptych with an Idylle 

in D flat major [3], which may have been inspired by Liadov’s Idylle (1891) in the same key. The 

balanced keyboard texture owes much to Chopin’s penchant for luxuriating in black-key tonalities. 

Tcherepnin creates a thoughtful, melancholy melody largely based on a falling sixth, and various 

passages supported by harmonic circles of fifths add to the nostalgia.

Fourteen Sketches on Pictures from the Russian Alphabet, Op. 38

he ‘Alphabet Book Sketches’ have a unique place in the piano literature.  By 1895, the 22-year-old 

Tcherepnin, already deeply involved in the cultural life of St Petersburg, was a frequent guest at 

the ‘Watercolour Fridays’ of the Academy of Fine Arts, soirées held at the home of the well-known 

watercolourist Albert Benois. Tcherepnin became friends with one of Albert’s brothers, the artist 

and set designer Alexander Benois, who was quickly becoming a close and valuable member of 

Diaghilev’s circle, serving as his artistic advisor for ‘he World of Art’ exhibitions and journals.4 

Alexander Benois and Tcherepnin began to collaborate on various artistic projects, including the 

ballet Le Pavillon d’Armide.

 By 1903, Benois was the father of three young children, inspiring him to create and publish an 
illustrated children’s book, an Alphabet Book in Pictures, where each letter of the Russian alphabet 
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5 Tcherepnin’s involvement with the Benois family was not limited to artistic collaboration. At those Friday-evening 

soirées, Tcherepnin met, fell in love with and, in 1897, married Albert’s daughter, Marie.

is matched with a word, and each word 
is beautifully illustrated with a scene 
from a Russian fairy tale or an image of 
aristocratic childhood. Historically, this 
book represents a peak of book design 
in pre-revolutionary Russia by one of 
the most respected artists of that period. 
Benois’ Alphabet Book in Pictures 
became the inspiration for Tcherepnin’s 
piano work of 1908. He chose fourteen 
of the scenes depicted and wrote piano 
sketches to illustrate them.5 
 hroughout the Alphabet Book 
sketches, one can hear Tcherepnin 
thinking not only as a pianist but 
also as an orchestral composer – and, 
indeed, in 1932, he orchestrated twelve 
of the fourteen of the Alphabet Book 
pieces under the same title. he Boston 
Symphony performed a set of ive when 
Tcherepnin was invited to Boston as 
their guest conductor in 1932.
 In the editions published by the 
Moscow irm Jurgenson in 1908, and by 
Universal Edition in 1926, Tcherepnin 
maintained Benois’ alphabet-inspired 
words as the titles for his own musical 

sketches, adding a descriptive sentence for each piece. Tcherepnin’s own words appear below each 
image, in italics:

he frontispiece of Benois’ Alphabet Book in Pictures
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Moor 

A fantastical Moor takes centre stage in front 
of the circus curtain.

Tcherepnin musically depicts Benois’ 

love for theatre with dramatic flourishes 

which herald the beginning of the show, 

reminiscent of the opening of Schumann’s 

Carnaval.

Baba-Yaga

An evil sorceress flies through the air in a 
mortar.

Lyadov’s devilish 1905 tone-poem of the 

same name was undoubtedly an inspiration 

for this music. The galloping rhythms and 

chromatic screeches of the flying witch are 

meant to frighten the children.

4 5
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General

A small boy leads a battalion of tin soldiers 
in an attack on a cardboard fortress.

This charming march presages future ironic 

marches for children by Sergei Prokofiev 

and by the Brazilian composer Octavio 

Pinto (1890–1950) known for his short 

programme pieces.

Dacha

In the garden of a happy white summer 
home. Children playing on the lawn.

In his most elegant salon style, Tcherepnin 

matches Benois’ image of a well-to-do 

family enjoying their lavish Dacha.

6 7
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Egypt

A caravan rests at the foot of a colossal 
statue.

The music projects a feeling of immobility 

as the heavily laden caravan trudges beside 

the immense statue.

Stars

Learned men in wigs explain the movement 
of the stars to the nobles.

This stately piece includes dignified 

staccato-note ‘stars’ rising upward in a zig-

zag pattern. It is worth noting that this 

music preceded the film score of Star Wars 
by nearly 70 years.

8 9
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Mama

A little doll’s meal.

The falling intervals and child-like sighs 

are evocative of some touching moments in 

Mussorgsky’s Nursery song-cycle.   

The Lake

Enchanted swans and Naiads.

Tcherepnin imaginatively uses the range 

and sonorities of the piano to suggest gently 

lapping water and the large flapping wings 

of swans.

10 11
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Bedtime

The old nursemaid prepares the children 
for bed.

This somewhat disturbing lullaby, whose 

melody hints at the Dies Irae, is interrupted 

several times by mischievous children who 

resist bedtime.

The Forest

Under the Moonlight. Faune. Dryads and 
Nymphs.

This atmospheric work is sensual and 

ethereal, sharing a soundscape with some 

of Ravel’s compositions, such as Une barque 
sur l’océan. Legend has it that dryads (tree 

nymphs) attach themselves to individual 

trees. When a particular tree dies, its dryad 

also dies.

12 13
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Sweets

An old witch lures the children into her 
gingerbread house.

The story of Hansel and Gretel is one of 

the darker fairy-tales in the literature. In 

Tcherepnin’s sketch, the witch’s enticements 

are appropriately seductive and slimy, and 

the composer enhances the creepy mood of 

the story with the Phrygian mode.

The Khan

Travelling merchants offer their wares to 
the Khan.

Moorish influence and the use of Spanish-

tinged rhythms add to the oriental 

flavour of this work. Its rising intensity is 

unrelenting.

14 15
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The Tzarina

A young Tzarina with her entourage, leaving 
the palace.

Stately three-bar phrases, and a dependence 

on mediant and submediant chords, also 

favoured by Tchaikovsky, make this the 

most ‘Russian’ of the Fourteen Sketches.

Stuffed Bear

A stuffed bear frightens the children. Their 
mother tries to calm them down.

Again, Tcherepnin may be taking a hint 

from Mussorgsky’s songs depicting children. 

Repetitive singsong phrases alternate with 

musical outbursts of fright that depict the 

children’s horrifying first encounter with 

taxidermy. A lullaby, drawn from the earlier 

Mama, finally calms them down.

16 17
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The Tale of the Fisherman and the Fish, Op. 41

This work is based on Pushkin’s 1835 fairy tale of the same name. A fisherman stumbles upon 

a magical fish which can speak and also grant wishes. As each wish comes true, the fisherman’s 

wife becomes increasingly greedy. Finally, she asks for too much, and it all goes away.6 Tcherepnin 

obviously enjoyed the challenge of writing music based on fairy tales: his Contes de fée: dix-huit 
mélodies, Op. 33 – eighteen songs set to poems by Konstantin Balmont about fairy-tale characters – are 

short, designed for young children whose attention span may not be up for a lengthier story.

 In his unpublished autobiography, Tcherepnin referred to this composition as The Tale of 
the Fisherman and the Goldfish: Six Musical Illustrations for Piano and, indeed, his piano score is 

divided into six movements, interspersed with excerpts of the Pushkin poem. The composition was 

completed before 1915, and Tcherepnin published an orchestrated version in 1921. Some sources 

refer to this work as a ballet, but it is improbable that a staged performance ever took place.

 Tcherepnin very probably knew that an earlier Russian composer wrote a ballet based on this 

same Pushkin fairy tale: in 1866, Ludwig Minkus wrote the music and collaborated with ballet- 

master Arthur Saint-Léon to create a one-act ballet, Le Poisson doré, to honour the wedding of 

Tsarevich Alexander Alexandrovich to Princess Dagmar of Denmark. There were several revivals 

of that ballet, including one in Moscow in 1905.

 Prokofiev, in his detailed diaries, mentions hearing his friend and fellow student, pianist Boris 

Zakharov, perform piano music by Tcherepnin on 3 January 1915, at an Evening of Contemporary 

Music. On that evening, he notes, ‘[Boris] Zakharov7 played The Tale of the Fisherman and the Fish 

indifferently, and some pieces from the same composer’s marvellous Alphabet very well indeed’.8

 Tcherepnin’s son Alexander also reports on ‘An Evening of Nikolai Tcherepnin’s Compositions’ 

presented at the Georgian Musical Society around 1920:

6 hat is the outline also of Othmar Schoeck’s ‘dramatic cantata’ Vom Fischer un syner Fru, Op. 43 (1928–30), although his 

source for the story was the Brothers Grimm.
7 Zakharov’s path was to intersect with the Tcherepnins once again, and forever change the course of their family history. 

In 1929, Zakharov was invited to teach at the newly formed Shanghai Conservatory and to become the head of its ledgling 

piano department. One of his irst and most talented piano students was a young woman named Li Xian Ming. Five years 

later, Tcherepnin’s son Alexander, by then an active concert pianist, arrived in Shanghai on a tour, and Boris Zakharov 

introduced him to Li Xian Ming. Alexander was rather taken with her, and she eventually became his wife.
8 Diaries 1915–1923: Behind the Mask, trans. Anthony Phillips, Faber & Faber, London/Cornell University Press, Ithaca, 

2008, p. 5.
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9 Ludmila Korabelnikova, Alexander Tcherepnin: he Saga of a Russian Emigré Composer, ed. Sue-Ellen Hershman-

Tcherepnin, trans. Anna Winestein, Indiana University Press, Bloomington, 2008, p. 20. By Kuchkism Tcherepnin refers to 

the nationalist artistic aims of the Russian composers known as ‘he Mighty Five’ or ‘Mighty Handful’: Balakirev, Borodin, 

Cui, Mussorgsky and Rimsky-Korsakov.

The performance by the composer himself of The Fairy Tale of the Fisherman and the Fish caused great 

excitement. In six sketches, Tcherepnin embodied in music the brightest motifs of Pushkin’s marvellous 

tale. This work, though deeply Russian, shows at the same time an absolutely new approach to the 

subject, and is a big step forward against the clichéd Kuchkism.9

 A live performance of The Fisherman and the Fish requires the unusual addition of a 

narrator with the pianist. Certainly, there are precedents for such works, such as Franz Liszt’s six 

melodramas, and Richard Strauss’s Enoch Arden, but in those cases the narrator speaks over the 

music. In Tcherepnin’s work, the narrator pauses, and then the pianist makes a musical commentary 

on the action of the story. 

 Tcherepnin’s achievement is remarkable. It is possible to hear the dropline plunging into the 

water, the fish struggling on the line and glinting in the sunlight, the fisherman’s wife’s chattering 

complaints, the imperial guards marching around the new castle, and so on. But beyond the more 

literal depictions, the listener also gains access to psychological profiles enhanced by the music. 

Musical phrases illuminate the three ‘protagonists’ and give them an emotional dimension that 

adds to the literary and poetic dimensions, not unlike Schumann’s achievement in the preludes and 

postludes of his best song-cycles.

 The entire Pushkin fairy tale is printed below, with indications of where the music is to be 

played during the recitation.
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To his wife the old fisherman hastened

To tell her about this great marvel.

‘I caught only one fish this morning –

A goldfish it was, most uncommon;

It spoke like a Christian, and begged me

To put it back into the ocean,

And promised to pay a rich ransom,

To give me whatever I asked for.

But how could I ask for a ransom?

I released it without any payment’.

His wife started scolding her husband:

‘Oh you simpleton! Oh you great silly!

Couldn’t make a mere fish pay a ransom!

You at least might have asked for a wash-tub

For ours is all falling to pieces!’

The old man returned to the seashore,

Where the blue waves were frolicking lightly.

He called out aloud for the goldfish,

And the goldfish swam up and demanded:

‘What is it, old man, you are wanting?’

With a bow, the old man said in answer:

‘Forgive me, Your Majesty Goldfish!

My old woman has scolded me roundly –

Won’t leave me alone for a minute,

She says that she wants a new wash-tub,

For ours is all falling to pieces’.

The goldfish murmured in answer:

‘Do not worry, go home, God be with you –

Very well, you shall have a new wash-tub’.

The Fisherman and the Fish

Alexander Pushkin     

English translation by Louis Zelikov, published in the USSR in 1958

There once lived an old man and his goodwife

On the shore of the deep blue ocean;

They lived in a tumble-down hovel

For thirty-three summers and winters.

The old man used to fish for his living,

And his wife spun yarn on her distaff.

I. Andantino commodo

He once cast his net in the ocean,

And pulled it up with mud from the bottom;

He again cast his net in the ocean,

And this time caught nothing but seaweed;

When he cast his net for the third time,

One fish was all that he landed,

No common fish, though, but a goldfish.

Now the goldfish began to implore him,

And it spoke like a real human being:

‘Put me back, old man, into the ocean –

I will pay you a right royal ransom,

I will give you whatever you wish for’.

The old man was astonished and frightened –

He’d been fishing for thirty-three summers,

But had not heard of any fish talking.

So with care he untangled the goldfish

And tenderly said as he did so:

‘God bless you, my dear little goldfish!

Thank you kindly, I don’t want your ransom.

Go back to your home in the ocean,

And roam where you will without hindrance’.

II. Moderato assai

18
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The old man then returned to the seashore,

Where the ocean was restlessly foaming,

He called out aloud for the goldfish.

The goldfish swam up and demanded:

‘What is it, old man, you are wanting?’

With a bow, the old man said in answer:

‘Forgive me, Your Majesty Goldfish!

My old woman is madder than ever,

She gives me no rest for a second,

Says she’s tired of being a peasant,

And wants to be made a fine lady’.

The goldfish murmured in answer:

‘Do not worry, go home, God be with you’.

To his wife the old fisherman hastened,

And what did he see? – A tall mansion;

On its white marble stairs – his old woman.

She was wearing a rich sable jacket,

And a head-dress, in gold all embroidered,

Her neck was with pearls heavy laden,

She wore golden rings on her fingers;

She was shod in the softest red leather;

Zealous servants bowed meekly before her,

As she cuffed them and rated them roundly.

The old man then approached his wife, saying:

‘Greetings, your ladyship, greetings, fine lady!

Now I hope that your soul is contented!’

She angrily bade him be silent

And sent him to serve in the stables.

IV. Andantino mosso

First a week slowly passed, then another,

The old woman grew prouder than ever.

One morning she sent for her husband,

And said: ‘Bow to the goldfish and tell it

I am tired of being a lady,

To his wife the old fisherman hastened

And behold – there it was, the new wash-tub.

But she scolded him louder than ever:

‘Oh you simpleton! Oh you great silly!

To ask for a tub – a mere wash-tub!

What good can you get from a wash-tub?

Return to the goldfish, you silly,

Bow down low and ask for a cottage’.

III. Moderato assai molto risoluto

Again he went back to the seashore,

And this time the blue sea was troubled.

He called out aloud for the goldfish,

And the goldfish swam up and demanded:

‘What is it, old man, you are wanting?’

With a bow, the old man said in answer:

‘Forgive me, Your Majesty Goldfish!

My old woman is angrier than ever,

Won’t leave me alone for a minute –

The old scold says she wants a new cottage’.

The goldfish murmured in answer:

‘Do not worry, go home, God be with you!

So be it! You’ll have a new cottage!’

So back the old man turned his footsteps;

Not a sign did he see of his hovel.

In its place stood a new gabled cottage,

With a chimney of brick, newly whitewashed,

A fence with oak gates stood around it;

And there sat his wife at a window;

When she saw him, she scolded him roundly.

‘Oh you simpleton! Oh you great silly!

To ask for no more than a cottage!

Go and bow to the goldfish, and tell it

That I’m tired of being a peasant,

That I want to be made a fine lady.’

20

21
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The old man was aghast when he saw this,

He bowed to her feet and said humbly:

‘Greetings, Oh mighty Tsaritsa!

Now I hope that your soul is contented!’

But she gave not a glance at her husband –

She ordered him thrust from her presence.

The boyards and nobles all hastened

And drove him with blows from the chamber;

The guards at the door waved their halberds

And threatened to cut him to pieces.

All the people derided him, saying:

‘Serves you right, now, you ill-bred old fellow.

You churl – this will teach you a lesson,

To keep to your station in future!’

First a week slowly passed, then another;

The old woman grew prouder than ever.

She sent for her husband one morning,

And her chamberlain haled him before her.

The old woman spoke thus to her husband:

‘Go, bow to the goldfish, and tell it

That I’m tired of being Tsaritsa,

Of the seas I want to be mistress,

With my home in the blue ocean waters;

The goldfish I want for my servant

To do my commands and my errands’.

The old man durst not contradict her,

Nor open his lips to make answer.

He sadly set out for the seashore.

A tempest raged over the ocean,

Its waters were swollen and angry,

Its billows were boiling with fury.

He called out aloud for the goldfish.

The goldfish swam up and demanded:

And I want to be made a Tsaritsa’.

Her husband implored her in terror,

Saying: ‘Woman – you’ve surely gone crazy!

You can’t even talk like a lady!

You’d be mocked at all over the kingdom!’

His old woman grew madder than ever,

Slapped his face and then shouted in passion:

‘How dare you, muzhik, stand and argue,

Stand and argue with me, a fine lady?

Go at once – if you don’t, then I warn you,

You’ll be dragged to the shore, willy-nilly’.

The old man went down to the seashore 

(The ocean was swollen and sullen). 

He called out aloud for the goldfish, 

And the goldfish swam up and demanded: 

‘What is it, old man, you are wanting?’

With a bow, the old man said in answer: 

“Forgive me, Your Majesty Goldfish! 

Again my old woman’s gone crazy! 

Now she’s tired of being a lady!

She wants to be made a Tsaritsa’.

The goldfish murmured in answer: 

‘Do not worry, go home, God be with you! 

Very well! She shall be a Tsaritsa!’

To his wife the old fisherman hastened,

And what did he see? A grand palace;

In the palace he saw his old woman,

At the table she sat, a Tsaritsa,

Attended by nobles and boyards;

They were pouring choice wines in her goblet,

She was nibbling sweet gingerbread wafers;

Around her, grim guards stood in silence,

With halberds upon their broad shoulders.

V. Marziale maestoso22
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It just swished its tail, and in silence

Disappeared in the depths of the ocean.

He waited in vain for an answer,

And at last turned his steps to the palace;

And behold – again there stood his hovel;

On the doorstep sat his old woman,

With the same broken wash-tub before her.

VI. Andantino con moto

‘What is it, old man, you are wanting?’

With a bow, the old man said in answer:

‘Forgive me, Your Majesty Goldfish!

What shall I do with my cursed old woman?

She is tired of being Tsaritsa,

Of the seas she now wants to be mistress,

With her home in the blue ocean waters:

She even wants you for her servant,

To do her commands and her errands’.

Not a word spoke the goldfish in answer,
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NIKOLAI TCHEREPNIN Piano Music

Three Pieces, Op. 24 14:38

 No. 1  Rêverie 3:42
 No. 2 Étude 4:41
 No. 3 Idylle 6:15

Fourteen Sketches on Pictures from the Russian Alphabet, Op. 38 32:49

 No. 1 Moor 1:08
 No. 2 Baba-Yaga 1:19
 No. 3 General 1:18
 No. 4 Dacha 2:51
 No. 5  Egypt 2:43
 No. 6 Stars 2:33
 No. 7 Mama 1:41
 No. 8  The Lake 1:52
 No. 9 Bed-time 4:37
 No. 10 The Forest 3:55
 No. 11 Sweets 1:44
 No. 12 The Khan 2:50
 No. 13 The Tzarina 2:37
 No. 14 Stuffed Bear 1:41

The Tale of the Fisherman and the Fish, Op. 41 18:08

 I. Andantino commodo 2:14
 II. Moderato assai 3:20
 III.  Moderato assai molto risoluto  3:18
 IV.  Andantino mosso  1:49
 V.  Marziale maestoso  2:58
 VI. Andantino con moto  4:29

 TT 65:45
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Nikolai Tcherepnin (1873–1945) – a student of Rimsky-Korsakov and teacher 

of Prokoiev – was a Russian-born composer and conductor, and the irst of his 

family’s musical dynasty. His piano music reveals a diversity of inluences: the Three 

Pieces (c. 1890) have echoes of Chopin and Rachmaninov; the Fourteen Sketches 

on Pictures from the Russian Alphabet (1908) are miniature tone-poems inspired 

by Alexander Benois’ beautifully illustrated alphabet book for children; and The 

Fisherman and the Fish (c. 1914) is a vivid musical depiction of this Pushkin poem, 

complete with watery splashes!
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